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1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrix differential equations are frequent in a variety of models in physics and engineering [1-4]. 
Apart from the problems where the mathematical model is written in matrix form, matrix differ- 
ential equations also appear when one uses special techniques to solve scalar or vector problems. 
Examples of such situations are imbedding methods to study linear boundary value problems [5], 
shooting methods to solve scalar or vector boundary value problems [6], the method of lines for 
numerical integration of partial differential equations [7], or homotopy methods to solve systems 
of nonlinear equations [8]. 
Vectorization or uncoupling techniques to transform a matrix problem into a set of independent 
vector or scalar equations have important drawbacks. First, the physical meaning of the orig- 
inal magnitudes i lost considering the transformed problem. Second, unnecessary estrictions 
are assumed to transform the original problem and the computational cost increases. Finally, 
vectorization and uncoupling techniques disregard the advantages of modern algebraic symbolic 
packages adapted to work matricially. 
The present paper is concerned with the numerical integration of first-order matrix differential 
equations 
Y ' ( t )=f ( t ,Y ( t ) ) ,  Y(O)=12, O<t<b,  (1) 
where f : [0, b] x cpxq __, CpXq and C pxq denotes the set of all rectangular matrices of size p × q. 
Multistep matrix methods for solving matrix differential problems have been proposed in [9-11]. 
This work has been partially supported by the Spanish D.G.I.C.Y.T. Grant PB93-0381 and the Generalitat 
Valenciana Grant GVl118/93. 
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It is well known [4] that the numerical integration of stiff initial value problems presents erious 
computational problems and it motivates the search of methods which perform acceptable in 
presence of stiffness. The aim of this paper is to propose multistep matrix methods for solving 
stiff initial value matrix problems, giving upper error bounds for the discretization error in terms 
of the data. In some way, the present paper tries to extend to the matrix setting the ideas given 
by Urabe in [13] for the scalar case, adding error bound information for the discretization error. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce implicit multistep matrix methods 
for the numerical solution of initial value problems of the type (i), where f : [0, b] x C pxq ---, C p×q 
is continuous, bounded and admits continuous and bounded partial derivatives ft (t, P) = ~ (t, P), 
fp(t, P) = ddlp(t,p ), see [14, Chapter 8]. 
Definitions of consistency, zero-stability, order, and convergence aswell as a family of examples 
are given. Section 3 deals with the study of upper bounds for the global discretization error. 
For a matrix D in C p×q, [[D[[ denotes the square root of the set {Iz[; z eigenvalue of DHD}, 
and D H is the conjugate transpose of D, [15, p. 41]. If B is a matrix in C pxp, we denote by 
a(B) the set of all the eigenvalues of B, and its spectral radius p(B) is the maximum of the 
set {[z[; z E a(B)}. If z e a(B), the index of z considered as an eigenvalue of B, denoted 
by Ind (z, B) is the smallest nonnegative integer n such that Ker (B - zI) n = Ker (B - zI) n+l, 
[16, p. 556]. The number Ind (z, B) coincides with the dimension of the biggest Jordan block of 
B in which the eigenvalue z appears in the Jordan canonical form of B. An efficient algorithm for 
computing Ind (z, B) may be found in [17]. In accordance with the definition given in [18, p. 24], 
we say that a matrix B E C pXp is of class M if every eigenvalue z E a(B) such that [z[ = p(B), 
every Jordan block of B associated with z has size 1 x 1. 
2. IMPL IC IT  MULT ISTEP  METHODS 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation, we recall some concepts and properties of rational 
matrix polynomials that may be found in Chapter 7 of [19]. A rational matrix C pxp valued 
function W(z) is a matrix function 
w(z) = [p J(z)l 
[~J l~ i , j<p  ' 
(2) 
where Pij (z) and qij (z) are scalar polynomials and qij (z) are not identically zero. If the degree 
of each pij(z) is less than or equal to the degree of qij(z), we say that W(z) is finite at infinity. 
If W(z) is a p x p rational matrix function with det(W(z)) ~ 0, then, in a neighborhood of each 
Zo E C, the function W(z) admits the representation called the local Smith form of W(z) at z0, 
W(z) = El(Z) diag [(z - z0) ~' . . .  (z - z0) Vp] E2(z), (3) 
where E1 (z) and E2(z) are rational matrix functions that are defined and invertible at zo , and 
ul , . . . ,  Up are integers that are uniquely determined by W(z) and zo up to permutation, and 
do not depend on the particular choice of the local Smith form (3). The integers Ul . . . .  , up are 
called the partial multiplicities of W(z) at z0 • The complex number z0 is a pole of W(z), i.e., 
a pole of at least one entry in W(z), if and only if W(z) has a negative partial multiplicity at 
z0. Also, z0 e C is a zero of W(z) if z0 is a pole of [W(z)] -1, and this means that W(z)  has a 
positive partial multiplicity. In particular, for every z0 E C, except for a finite number of points, 
all partial multiplicities are zeros. The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.1.1 
and Theorem 7.2.3 of [19]. 
THEOREM 1. (See [19, Chapter 7].) Let Aj E C pxp for 0 <_ j <_ k - 1, and ]et us consider the 
rational matrix function W(z) = [zkI + Ak_lZ k-1 +. . .  + Ao] -1. A complex number zo is a pole 
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of W(z) ,  if and only if zo is an eigenvalue of the matrix 
C = 
0 I 0 .. .  0 
0 0 I . . .  0 
: : : 
0 0 0 .. .  I 
-Ao -A1 -A2 ...  -Ak-1 
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(4) 
and then the absolute values of negative partiM multiplicities of W ( z) at zo coincide with the sizes 
of Jordan blocks with eigenvalue zo in the Jordan form of C, that is, with the partial multiplicities 
of zo as an eigenvalue of C. 
From the fact that for a rational matrix polynomial W(z), z0 E C is a pole, if z0 is a pole of 
at least one entry of W(z), from (3), [20, Theorem 1, Lemma 5.5], the following result is proved 
working component-wise. 
LEMMA 1. Let us consider a matrix polynomial L(z) = zkI + zk- lAk_ l  + .. .  + Ao, where 
Aj E C pxp, 0 < j _< p -  1, are such that the matr/x C defined by (4) is of class M and p(C) = 1. 
Let the matrix coefficients 7n E C p×p be defined by 
[L(z)] -1 = [I + Ak-lZ +. . .  + Aoz k] -1 = E Cnzn' [Z[ < 1. (5) 
n>_O 
Then there exists a constant F such that 
I'~nl <_ r ,  n > o. (6) 
Let us consider the initial value problem (1), where f(t ,  P), ft(t, P), fp(t,  P) are continuous 
and bounded. We also assume that f(t,  P) and 
g(t, P) = ft(t, P) + fp(t,  P) f ( t ,  P), (w) 
satisfy the Lipschitz conditions 
Ill(t, P)  - f ( t ,  Q)I[ <- L I I I P  - Qll, 
]lg(t, P) -g(t,Q)ll <_ L211P - QII. 
(8) 
(9) 
It is well known that under condition (8) problem (1) admits a unique solution Y(t), [21]. 
Let us denote by gi : g(ti, Yi) and fi -- f(t i ,  Yi), where h > O, ti -- ih E [0, b], and let us 
consider the k-step matrix method 
Yn+k + Ak-lYn+k-1 + ''" + AoY~ 
= hBkfn+k +""  + Born + h 2 {Ckg,~+~ +""  + Cogn}, n _> 1, (10) 
whereAm, Bj, Cj lie inC  pxp, fo rO<m_k- l ,O<j<k.  
Note that (10) is an implicit equation for Yn+k starting from the knowledge of the previous 
values Yn+k-1, Yn+k-1,.-. ,Y~. We can write (10) in the form 
Yn+k = ¢ (Yn+k), 
where 
• (Yn+k) = hBkf  (t,~+k, Yn+k) + h2Ckg (tn+k, Yn+k) + S,~+k-1, 
Sn+k-1  = --Ak-lYn+k-1 . . . . .  AoYn 
+ h {Bk-lfn+k-1 +""  + Born} 
+ h 2 {Ck-lgn+k-1 + ' "  + Cog,~}. 
(11) 
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From the hypothesis (8) and (9), the matrix function • defined by (11) is Lipschitzian satisfying 
H~(Y) - ~(Z)ll _< (h IIB~ll LI + h 2 []CkH L:) HY - Z[[, 
taking h > 0 small enough so that 
h I]BkU 51 + h 2 [[Ck[[ L2 < 1, 
one gets that • is contractive and equation (10) admits a unique solution Ya+k, [15, p. 120]. 
Depending on the functions f(t ,  P) and g(t, P) such equation can be solved explicitly [22], or 
using the iterative method 
yn(,+l) (v(S) ~ v(0) Cp×q. +k = ¢ ~," n+k}, S = O, 1, 2, • • •, • n+k arbitrary in 
Let us associate to method (10) the difference operator £, which for a positive number h and a 
high order continuously differentiable C pxq valued matrix function Y(t)  is defined by 
k 
£[y( t ) ,h ]=Z[A jY ( t+ jh) -hB jY ' ( t+ jh ) -h2C jy ( : ) ( t+ jh ) ] ,  Ak=I .  (12) 
j=o 
Expanding the last expression in powers of h, we obtain 
£: [Y(t), h] = BoY(t)  + n lhY ' ( t )  + n2h2y(2)(t) + . . .  + nsYs( t )h  s +""  , (13) 
where the coefficients Ds E C p×p, are independent ofY(t)  and may be computed by the equations 
Do = A0 + A1 + ' - -  +Ak-y  + I ,  
D1 = A1 + 2A: + 3A3 +- . .  + (k - 1 )Ak-1  + k I  - [Bo + B1 +. . .  + Bk] ,  
k2 1 9 (k - 1) 2 Ak-1 + - -  I 
D2 = ~ A1 + 2A2 + ~ A3 +""  + - - - - f - -  2 
- [B1 + 2B2 +. . .  + kBk] - [Co + C1 +. . .  + Ck], 
: (14) 
k ~ 1 2 n (k-- 1) n Jk -1 + I 
Dn = ~.w A1 + ~.w A2 +. . .  + n-----f-- ~.w 
[ 1 2 n-I  k n-t  ] 
~ [  S l  + (n - 1)--------~ B2 +- . .  + (n - 1)----'--~. Bk 
_ 1 c1  + (n - 2)-----7 C2 +. . .  + (n - 2)-----~ Ck , n > 2. 
The order w of the difference operator £: and of the method (10), is defined as the unique integer p
such that D~ = 0, s -- 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , p, and Dp+l ~ O. 
The method (10) is said to be consistent if its order p is p > 2, i.e., if the matrix coefficients Am, 
Bj, Cj satisfy the conditions 
A0 +A1 +- . .  +Ak-1 + I  = 0, 
A1 + 2A2 +. . .  + (k - 1)Ak-1 + k I  = Bo + B1 +. . .  + Bk, (15) 
A1 + 22A2 +. . .  + (k - 1)2Ak_l + k2I = 2 [B1 + 2B2 +- . .  + kBk + Co + C1 +. . .  + Ck]. 
We say that method (10) is zero-stable, if the matrix C defined by (4) is of class M and its 
spectral radius is one, p(C) = 1. 
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REMARK 1. For the scalar case p = q = 1, if we denote by 
k-1 k k 
p(z) = z k + ~ A~z ~, ~(z) : E B~z~' ~(z) = ~ C~z ~, 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
the condition (14) means that 
p(1) = 0, p'(1) -- a(1), p"(1) = 2a'(1) + 2T(1) -- a(1). 
The polynomials p(z), a(z), and r(z) used to be called in the literature as the first, second, and 
third characteristic polynomials, respectively, of the method (11), see [23]. 
Now we axe interested in hounding I[Z:[Y(t), h]l I for a difference operator/2 of order r > 0. Let 
Y(t)  be a C p×q valued r + 1 times continuously differentiable function in [0, b]. If t and t are in 
]0, b[, using Taylor's Theorem with the integral form of the remainder we have 
(~- t) r 1 f 
Y (t) = Y(t) + (t - t) Y'(t) + . . .  + r~ Y(r)(t) + ft. (t - s) Y(P+I)(x)dx. 
Applying this with t = t + jh, 0 < j < k, and t + kh <_ b to Y(t), Y'(t), and Y(2)(t), we can write 
after putting x = t + hs: 
(Jh)r h r+l f0 j (J - s)r Y(r+l)(t + hs) ds, Y( t  +jh) := Y(t) + jhY ' ( t )  + . . .  + -7 - .  Y(r)(t) + r! 
(Jh) r-1 h r ~J  ( J -  s)r-1 
Y'( t  + jh )= Y'(t) + jhY"( t )  + . . .  + (r - 1)-------~ Y(r)(t) + ~, -(r---~) w. Y(r+l)(t + hs)ds, 
(jh) r-2 
Y(r)(t)-+-h r-1 ~0 j (J - s)r-2 Y(r+l)(t + hs)ds. Y(2)(t + jh) := Y(2)( t )+jhy(3)( t )+"  H (r - 2)--------~ (r - - -~) I. 
Substituting the above expressions into (12) one gets 
£ [Y ( t ) ,h ]=~ AjY( t )+( jA~-B3)hY ' ( t )  +\  2! - JB j -C J  h2Y(2)(t) 
j=O 
j r  j r -~ B j r -~ ,~ 
+. . .+  ~Aj  ( r~T)!  3(~-2)v. C j ]h rY ( r ) ( t )+h ~+1 
(16) 
[/0 /0 J (J - s)r Y(r+t)(t + hs) ds - Bj Y(r+l)(t + hs) ds × Aj 7( i;=V)'. 
_C~/o j (j-s)"-~ hs)as] }~;= V)., y(r+~)(t + 
Assuming that the operator £: is of order r, and from the definition of coefficients Ds appearing 
in (14), the expression (16) for £[Y(t), hi takes the form 
£ [Y(t), h] = h p+I G(s)yp+I(t + hs) ds, (17) 
,Io 
where 
a(s )  = I (k  - s ) r  (k - s) r-1 ,~ (k - sy  -2 r! Bk ~;--~., ~ (;--~. , k -  1 < s < k, (18) 
and 
G(s) = I (k -  s) r (k -  1 -  s) r (j + 1 - s) r 
r! + Ak-1 r! + "'" + A3 r! 
(k  - 8) r -1  (j + 1 - 8)  r -1  
- Bk ( r - l ) !  . . . . .  Bj  ( r - l ) !  
(k -  s) r-2 (j + 1 - s) r-2 
-Ck  ( r -  2)! . . . . .  C3 ( r -  2)! ' j<_s<j+l ,  
(19) 
O<j<_k-2 .  
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Taking norms in (17) it follows that 
/o' II£[g(t),h]ll _< h r+l IIC(s)ll [[gr+~(t + hs)[[ ds <_ hr+lGY, (20) 
where 
a = IIa(s)ll ds, Y _> max {l lg'+'(t) l l  ; 0 < t < b}. (21) 
Summarizing the following matrix analogue of Lemma 5.7 of [20] has been proved in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let f~ be the difference operator associated to method (10). I l L  is of order r > O, 
and Y(t)  is a C pxq valued r + 1 times continuously differentiable in [0, b], t > O, x + kh <_ b, then 
II£[Y(t), h]ll -- hr+lGY, (22) 
where constants Y and G are defined by (18),(19), and (21). 
We conclude this section showing a family of two-step implicit matrix methods of the type (10). 
EXAMPLE. With the previous notation, let us consider the method 
Yn+2 - (A + I)Yn+I + AYn = h {B2fn+2 + Blfn+l 4- Born} + h 2 {Clgn+l + Cogn} , (23) 
where A is any matrix in C p×p such that 
1 ¢ a(A), p(A) < 1 and A is a matrix of class M if p(A) = 1, (24) 
and 
~4 ~5 1 (311 - A), B0 = (51 - l lA),  B1 = (I - A), B2 = 1-~ 
(25) 
Co = ~5 ( I -  A), C1 = ~0 (23• + 7A). 
It is easy to show that the method (23) is consistent and of order r = 5, because matrices Ds 
defined by (14) take the values Dg -- 0, for i -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  5 and D6 = 1131/720 - A/48 7£ O. 
From [11, p. 77] under condition (24), the method (23) is zero-stable. 
3. CONVERGENCE AND ERROR BOUNDS 
We begin this section with the study of a difference matrix equation that will be used below 
to find bounds for the discretization error of the implicit multistep matrix methods introduced 
in Section 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let us consider the matrix difference quation 
Zrn+k 4- Ak-lZm+k-I 4-"" 4- AoZm 
= h{Bk,m IlZm+kll + Sk-l,m IlZm+~-lll +""  + So,m IlZmll} (26) 
+ h2 {Ck,m llZm+kll + Ck_~,m llZm+k_~ll + . . . + Co,m llZmllI + Am, re>o,  
where Aj E C pxp for 0 < j < k - 1, Hi,m, C~,m lie in C p×p, Am E C pxp, m > O, 0 < i < m, h > O, 
and let N be an integer with Nh = c. Let B.,  C., B, C, and A be positive constants uch that 
k k 
IIBj,pll ~_ B., ~ IlCj,pll _~ C., 0 ~ p _~ N, 
j=0 j=o 
IIB~,ptl -< B, IICk,pll < c ,  IIApll -< A, 0 _ p _< N, 
A = IIAotl + IIA~II +""  + IIAk-~ll + 1 
(27) 
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and let h > 0 small enough so that 
1 - hB - h26 ' > 0. (28) 
I f  the matrix C is the matrix defined by (4), is of class M, p(C) = 1, and [[Zp][ <_ Z for 
O < p <_ k -1 ,  then 
Ilznll < K.  exp(cL. + hcN.),  n >_ O, (29) 
where F* = F(1 - hB - h2C) -1, L. = r.B., N. = F.C. ,  K .  = F*(NA + AZk), and Fij defined 
by Lemma 1. 
PROOF. Let us write equation (26) for m = n - k - p, 
Zn-p + Ak- lZn-p -1  + "'" + AoZn-k-p 
= h [Bk,~-k-p IIZ,,-pll + Bk-l,,~-k-p Ilz,,-~-lll + . . .  + Bo,,,-k-~ ItZn-,-~ll] (30) 
+ h 2 [Ck,n-k-p [[Zn-pl[ + Ck- l ,n-k-p [[Z.-p-ll[ +""  + Co,.~-k-p IIZ~-k-pll] + A=-k-p. 
If 7i E C p×p is defined by Theorem 1, premultiplying equation (30) by 7j, for j -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  n -- k, 
adding the resulting equations and taking into account hat 70 -- I, it follows that the sum of 
the left-hand side takes the form 
Sn =- Zn + ( ' ) 'n -kAk-1 + "'" + 7,~-2k+lAo) Zk-1  + "'" + 7n-kAoZo.  (31) 
The sum of the right-hand side of the resulting equations after premultiplying equation (30) 
by 73, j = 0, 1, . . .  ,n - k, takes the form 
h {"/oBk,,~-k tlZ,~II + [70Bk-l,n-k + 71Bk,n-k-1] IIZ.-xl] 
+. . .  + [~0B0,~-k +. . .  +'rkBk,,~-2k] liZn-kll + . . .  + 7n-kB0,0 IlZoll} 
+ h 2 {70Ck,.-k llZ=ll + [~oCk-l,n-k + "~lCk,n-k-1] IIZ.-lll (32) 
+. . -  + ['~oCo,,~-k +""  + "~kCk,,~-2k] IlZn-kll 
+.- .  + ~-kCo,o ItZoll} + 7oA~-k + ?lAn-k-1 +""  + 7n-k0A0- 
Equating (31',) and (32), and taking into account (6) and (26), it follows that 
n-1  
[]Z,d[ < hB [[Z,[[ + hrB. ~ [IZm[[ + h2C [[Z,,]I 
m=0 
n--1 
+ h2FC* E [[Zm[[ + NFA + kAZF 
m=0 
n--I n - I  
vn----0 rn=0 
n--1 n--1 
I]Znl] _< hL. E I[Zm[[ + h2N* E HZm[[ + K.  
m=O rn=O 
n--1 
= (hL. + h2N.) E []Zm[[ + g . ,  
m=0 
(33) 
since ?o = I, A _> [[I[] = 1, F >_ 1[7oH = 1, Ar  _> 1, and K.  _> Z > []Zo[[. Thus, for m = 0, one 
verifies 
[[Zm[[ _< K.  (1 + hL. + h2N.) m . (34) 
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Let us assume that (34) holds for m -- 0, 1, . . . ,  n - 1. Substituting the inequality (34) for 
0 _< m < n - 1 into (33), it follows that 
,,Zn,, < (hL.  + h2N.) K .  [ (l + hL* + h2N*)n -1 ]  
- (hL. + h2N.) + K.  (35) 
- -  [(1 + hL. + h N.) ° - 1 ÷ 1] - -  (1 + hL. ÷ h2N.) n . 
Using the inequality 1+ hL. + h2N. < exp(hL. + h2N.) from (35), one gets 
HZnH <K.  exp(hL .+h2N. ) ,  0<n<N.  (36) 
Since Nh = c from (36), the result is established. 
Thinking of applications, we shall drop the assumption that the sequence {Ym} is an exact 
solution of the difference quation (10). Instead, we shall assume that {Ym} satisfies 
Ym+k + Ak-lYm+k-1 +""  + AoYm - h [Bkfm+k +' ' "  + Bofm] 
(37) 
- h 2 [Ckgm+k +' ' "  + Cogrn] = OmKlh w+', m > O, 
where K1, w are non-negative constants, and 0m is a matrix in C pxq with H0ml[ < 1. Subtracting 
from (37) the quantity £[Y(tn), h] defined by (12), one gets that the global discretization error en 
defined by 
e. = Y (tn) - Yn, (38) 
where Y(tn) is the value of the theoretical solution of problem (1) at tn, verifies 
em+k -Jr- Ak- lem+k-1 q- • • • -b Aoem 
- h {Bk IV' (tin + kh) - fro+k] +""  + Bo [Y' (tin) - Ira]} (39) 
- h 2 {Ok [y2 (tin + kh) - gin+k] +""  + Co [y2 (tin) - gin] } = £. [Y (tin), hi - OmKlh ~+1, 
where gm= g(tm, Yra) and g(t, Y)  is defined by (7). 
Now let us consider the matrix sequences in C TM defined by 
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Taking into account he Lipschitz properties (8) and (9) of functions f ( t ,  P) ,  g(t, P),  the matrix 
sequences {Pro} and {Qm} defined by (40) and (41), respectively, verify 
IlPmll <_ L1, IIQmll <_ L2, m_> 0. (45) 
Note that with the notation of Theorem 3 we have Bi,m = BiPi+m, Ci,m = CiQi+rn, and 
k 
IlBk,pll + IIBk-,,pll +- "  + IIBo,pll < L1 ~ IIBjll -- B'L1 = B.,  (46) 
./=0 
k 
IICk,pll + tlCk-l,pll +""  + IIC0,plt --- L2 ~ (47) 
j=0 
C L2 C,, Ilcjll = * = 
[ISk,pll <_ L1 IIBk]] = B, [ICk,p[I <_ L2 IlVkll ----- C, (48) 
k k 
B* = ~I IB j I I ,  C* = ~ l lCy l l .  (49) 
j=0 j=0 
We shall assume that the starting values Yn -- f~n(h), 0 < n <_ k - 1 of the method (11), are 
matrices in C p×q such that are subject o starting errors 
Z = ~(h) = max{ l lY (nh  ) - f~n(h)ll; 0 < n < k -  1}. (50) 
Summarizing from the previous comments and Theorem 3, the following result has been estab- 
lished. 
THEOREM 4. Let us consider a consistent and zero-stable implicit k-step method (10) of order 
r >> 2. Let h > 0, small enough so that 
1 - hllBkll n l  - h 2 IlCkllL2 > O, 
where L1 and L2 are defined by (8) and (9), respectively. I f  Z = ~(h) is defined by (50), F by 
Lemma 1, N = tn /h  integer 
F, = F (1 - h llBkll n l  - h 2 HCkll n2) -1 , 
k 
N, -- F,L2 ~ []Cjl], 
j=O 
k 
L. = F.L I  ~ IlBjll, (51) 
j=O 
k-1 
j=O 
A = h~+IGY + K lh  w+l, 
where G and Y are defined by (21), and K1, w by (21). Then the discretization error en = 
Y( tn  - Y~) verifies the inequality 
lien II < r .  {[h~GY + K lh  ~] tn + kAY(h)} exp ( tn[L,  + hN,]), n _> 0. (52) 
REMARK 2. The starting values Y0,I/1,..., Yk-1 of the method (10) can be obtained using an 
explicit one-step method Yn+l = Yn + hfn, ]Io = f~, whose error is given in [10]. In order to 
obtain an upper bound Y of the set 
{ Y(r+l)(t) ; 0<t<b} 
defined by (21), in terms of bounds of the partial derivatives of the right-hand side f ( t ,  P)  of 
problem (1), a procedure is described in [11]. 
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